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Content Analysis in Support of Critical Theory Research: How to Deliver an Unwelcome Message Without Being Shot

ROGER CLARKE

Abstract The notion that the powerful shoot messengers who bear unwelcome messages goes back to at least Plutarch and perhaps as far as Sophocles. Researchers whose work is adjacent to, rather than directly within, the disciplinary mainstream, may at times feels that this applies even in academic disciplines. This paper reports on a journey undertaken in order to achieve publication of a critique of papers published in a Special Issue of a leading eCommerce journal. The literature on content analysis was first examined, with particular reference to a range of approaches to literature reviews. Conventional, directed, summative and computational content analysis techniques were considered, and exemplars in the IS literature identified. Because the critique has been undertaken in the critical theory research tradition, the role of criticism in research was also reviewed. The findings enabled refinements to be made to the protocol used for conducting the content analysis, together with strengthening of the robustness of the paper's research method section and improvements to the expression of the research findings.
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1 Introduction

This paper reports on experience gained during a research project. The project involved the use of a new body of theory to critique the papers in a Special Issue of a leading eCommerce journal. The resulting paper was submitted to the same journal, and rejected. The grounds were a combination of claimed lack of robustness of the research method and dismay about the fact that the Special Issue papers had been subjected to criticism.

I found both of these grounds bewildering. The research method had been carefully prepared, had been previously applied and the results published, and it was, I considered, suitably documented. Moreover, the suggestion that papers should not be subjected to criticism sounded to me like the antithesis of the scientific method to which the journal and the management disciplines generally claim to aspire.

I accordingly set out on a deeper study of meta-questions that were affecting the project. What guidance is available in relation to secondary research whose raw data is published academic papers? What particular approaches need to be adopted when the theory-lens through which the observation is being performed arises from critical theory research? What guidance exists for expressing the outcomes of research of this nature? This paper's objective was accordingly to enhance the publishability of the underlying research, by grounding the content analysis technique more firmly in the research methods literature, demonstrating the appropriateness of constructive criticism of published works, and improving the expression of the results.

The paper is structured as follows. Brief explanations are provided of the underlying theory, the Special Issue to which it was applied, the research method adopted, and key aspects of the review process. A series of investigations is then outlined, involving searches of relevant methods literatures. This encompasses several variants of literature reviews and content analysis. The nature of criticism is discussed, and critical theory research reviewed. It is concluded that two particular techniques provide the most useful guidance on how to approach a project of this nature.

The paper concludes by showing how the insights arising from the journey have enabled enhancements of the research method, and of the manner in which the method and the findings are communicated to the reader.

2 Researcher Perspective

The underlying research project adopted the particular theoretical lens of 'researcher perspective'. This was defined in Clarke (2015, 2016b) as:

*the viewpoint from which phenomena are observed*
The papers postulated that:

In each research project, at least one ‘researcher perspective’ is adopted, whether expressly or implicitly, and whether consciously or unconsciously.

The researcher perspective influences the conception of the research and the formulation of the research questions, and hence the research design, the analysis and the results.

Each particular perspective is specific, not universal.

Because the interpretation of phenomena depends on the perspective adopted, the adoption of any single researcher perspective creates a considerable risk of drawing inappropriate conclusions.

IS researchers generally adopt the perspective of a participant in an information system (IS) – commonly the organisation that runs it, or an organisation that is connected to it, but sometimes the individuals who use it. Occasionally, researchers may adopt the perspective of an external stakeholder or ‘usee’, by which is meant a party who is affected by the IS but is not a participant in it.

Studies of several samples of refereed publications in the IS literature have shown that a very large proportion of research adopts solely one particular perspective – that of ‘the system sponsor’. By that term is meant the organisation that develops, implements or adapts a system, process or intervention, or for whose benefit the initiative is undertaken.

The theory advanced in Clarke (2015, 2016b) argues firstly that the single-mindedness of IS researchers is frequently harmful to the interests of other stakeholders, but secondly that the interests of system sponsors are also badly-served by such single-perspective research. Higher-quality research will be achieved through greater diversity in single-perspective research, by dual-perspective research, and by multi-perspective research.

3 The Critique of the Special Issue

The above theory relating to researcher perspective was applied to a Special Issue of the journal Electronic Markets, on ‘Personal Data Markets’, which was published in Volume 25, Issue 2 (June 2015).

A market is a context in which buyers and sellers discover one another and transact business, and inherently involves at least two participants, but usually considerably more participants and other stakeholders. The digital surveillance economy that has emerged since c. 2000 is a complex web of markets. Moreover, it involves vastly more capture of consumer data than has ever previously been the case, expropriation of that data for a wide variety of purposes by a wide variety of corporations, and its application to
narrowcasting of advertisements, behaviour manipulation and micro-pricing. It would therefore appear reasonable to anticipate that projects would adopt varying researcher perspectives.

In order to investigate the researcher perspectives adopted in the papers in the Special Issue, a research method was applied that had been developed and refined in several previous studies, some of them reported in Clarke (2015, 2016b). The process specification used is in Annex 1.

One important aspect is the extraction of the Research Question (or in the case of constructivist approaches such as Design Science Research, the Objective). In some papers this is explicit, and in others implied, but in some it needs to be inferred. The most vital part of the study is the identification and interpretation of passages of text that disclose the perspective adopted by the researcher. Again, this may be explicit, but it is more commonly implicit, and in many cases it has to be inferred. In order to enable audit, the process includes the recording of the key passages that led to the interpretations made, and publication as Supplementary Materials of the process specification, key passages, codings and interpretations for each paper.

The paper was submitted to Electronic Markets in February 2016, went through two rounds of reviews, and was rejected in January 2017. The primary grounds were "[the research article format is not] appropriate, legitimate, or even warranted", "[inadequate] description of the research method used" and "overstated criticism". Each of these was a major surprise, given that copious information was provided about the research method, and critiquing of the existing state of theory is fundamental to any discipline that claims to be scientific.

It was plainly necessary for me to assume hostility on the part of reviewers, step back, and gather the information needed to convey to reviewers the appropriateness of the research method and of criticising prior published works. This led to works on content analysis in its many forms, and on the role of criticism in the IS discipline.

4 Related Content Analysis Techniques

A significant proportion of research involves the appraisal of content previously uttered by other people. This section briefly reviews categories of research technique whose focus is adjacent to the topic addressed in this paper.

4.1 Qualitative Research Techniques

Qualitative research techniques such as ethnography, grounded theory and phenomenology involve the disciplined examination of content, but content of a kind materially different to refereed papers. The text may be generated in natural settings (field research), in contrived settings (laboratory experiments), or in a mix of the two
settings (e.g. interviews conducted in the subject's workplace). The materials may originate as text, or as communications behaviour in verbal form (speech in interviews that is transcribed into text), as natural non-verbal behaviour ('body-signals'), or as non-verbal, non-textual communications behaviour (such as answering structured questionnaires). In other cases, text that arises in some naturalistic setting is exploited by the researcher. Commonly-used sources of this kind include social media content, electronic messages, and newspaper articles.

The issues arising with analysis of these kinds of content are very different from those associated with the analysis of carefully-considered, formalised content in refereed articles.

4.2 Informal Literature Reviews

A context that is more closely related to the present purpose is the examination of substantial bodies of published research. "Generally three broad categories of literature reviews can be distinguished. Firstly, literature reviews are an integrative part of any research thesis ... Secondly, literature reviews can be an important type of publication in their own right ... However, the most common form of literature review appears as a part of research publications. ... As part of research articles, literature reviews synthesize earlier relevant publications in order to establish the foundation of the contribution made by an article" (Boell & Cecez-Kezmanovic 2014, p.260).

A succinct, although rather negative, description of the approach that was common until c. 2000 is as follows: "Traditional literature reviews ... commonly focus on the range and diversity of primary research using a selective, opportunistic and discursive approach to identifying and interpreting relevant literature (Badger et al., 2000; Davies, 2000). In traditional 'narrative' reviews, there is often no clear audit trail from primary research to the conclusions of the review, and important research may be missing, resulting in biased and misleading findings, and leading to puzzling discrepancies between the findings of different reviews" (Oakley 2003, p.23).

4.3 Systematic Literature Reviews

In 2002, the Guest Editors of an MISQ Special Issue expressly set out to drive improvements in literature review techniques in IS. Their declared aim was "to encourage more conceptual structuring of reviews in IS" Webster & Watson (2002, p.xiv). The Editorial is highly-cited and appears to have had considerable impact on literature reviews published in the IS field.

The conduct and presentation of literature reviews has subsequently been influenced by the 'evidence-based' movement in the health care sector. This adopts a structured approach to the task: "Systematic reviews ... synthesise the findings of many different
research studies in a way which is explicit, transparent, replicable, accountable and (potentially) updateable" (Oakley 2003, p.23, emphasis added).

It was subsequently argued within the IS literature that a "rigorous, standardized methodology for conducting a systematic literature review" was still needed within IS (Okoli & Schabram 2010), and the authors proposed the 8-step guide in Figure 1.

5 Directly-Relevant Content Analysis Techniques

The focus in this paper is on the appraisal of published research papers. In some cases, the body of work is large. For example, many researchers have studied all articles (or at least the abstracts of all articles) in large sub-sets of papers. The sampling frame is typically one or more journals, most commonly the (atypical, but leading) 'Basket of 8' IS journals. In other cases, the body of work whose content is analysed is smaller, carefully-selected collections, perhaps as small as a single article, book or journal Issue.

In order to understand approved practices in this field of research, I adopted a two-pronged approach. Firstly, I searched out papers on the research technique. The findings are outlined in this section. In parallel, I identified relevant exemplars. Extracts from 10 such papers are in Annex 3.

Citing Weber (1990), Indulska et al. (2012, p.4) offer this definition:

"Content Analysis is the semantic analysis of a body of text, to uncover the presence of strong concepts"

A critical aspect of content analysis is that it seeks to classify the text, or specific aspects of the text, into a manageable number of categories. In Hsieh & Shannon (2005), the following definition is adopted (p.1278):

"Content Analysis is the interpretation of the content of text data through the systematic classification process of coding and identifying themes or patterns"

The authors indicate a 7-step process which they attribute to Kaid (1989). See also vom Brocke & Simons (2008):

1. formulation of the research questions
2. sample selection
3. definition of the categories to be applied
4. specification of the coding process
5. implementation of the coding process
6. quality control
7. analysis
As with any research technique, all aspects need to be subject to quality controls. Krippendorff (1980), Weber (1990) and Stemler (2001) emphasise steps 3-5 in relation to the coding scheme and its application. They highlight the importance of achieving reliability. Possible approaches include coding by individuals with strong experience in both the review of articles and the subject-matter, parallel coding by multiple individuals, review of individuals' coding by other parties, and publication of both the source materials and the detailed coding sheets, in order to enable audit by other parties.
Figure 1: An 8-Step Guide for Systematic Literature Reviews – From Okoli & Schabram (2010)
Content analysis techniques exhibit varying degrees of structure and rigour, from impressionistic to systematic, and they may involve qualitative and/or quantitative assessment elements. Quantitative data may be on any of several scales: nominal, ordinal, cardinal or ratio. Data collected on higher-level scales, especially on a ratio scale, is able to be subjected to more powerful inferencing techniques. Qualitative data, on the other hand, may be gathered on a nominal scale (whereby differences are distinguished, but no ordering is implied) or on an ordinal scale (such as 'unimportant', 'important', 'very important').

Quantification generally involves measurement, most fundamentally by counting – which raises questions about the arbitrariness of boundaries, and about configuration and calibration of the measuring instrument(s). Some research methods involve sleight of hand, most commonly by making the largely unjustified assumption that 'Likert-scale' data is not merely ordinal, but is cardinal (i.e. the spaces between the successive terms are identical), and even ratio (i.e. the scale also features a natural zero).

Many authors implicitly equate quantification with rigour, and qualitative data with subjectivity. They accordingly deprecate qualitative analysis, or at least relegate it to pre-theoretical research, which by implication should be less common than research driven by strong theories. The majority of authors spend only limited time considering the extent to which the assumptions and the processes underlying the act of quantification may be arbitrary or themselves 'subjective'. Positivism embodies an implicit assumption that computational analysis necessarily leads to deep truth. The assumption needs to be tested in each particular circumstance, yet such testing is seldom evident.

A positivist approach to categorising content analysis "along a continuum of quantification" distinguishes "narrative reviews, descriptive reviews, vote counting, and meta-analysis" (King & He 2005, p.666):

- "Narrative reviews present verbal descriptions of past studies focusing on theories and frameworks, elementary factors and their roles (predictor, moderator, or mediator), and/or research outcomes, (e.g., supported vs. unsupported) regarding a hypothesized relationship" (p.667). Narrative reviews are seen as having value in some contexts, but as lacking rigour.

- "Descriptive reviews introduce some quantification, often a frequency analysis of a body of research. The purpose is to find out to what extent the existing literature supports a particular proposition or reveals an interpretable pattern" (p.667)

- "Vote counting, also called “combining probabilities” ... and “box score review” ... , is commonly used for drawing qualitative inferences about a focal relationship ... by combining individual research outcomes" (p.667)

- "Meta-analysis is a statistical synthesis method that provides the opportunity to view the 'whole picture' in a research context by combining and analyzing
King & He's categorisation is helpful, but it involves a switch from largely textual source-materials in the first three categories to wholly quantitative source-materials in the fourth.

More usefully still, three approaches are distinguished by Hsieh & Shannon (2005). These are examined in the following sub-sections.

5.1 Conventional Content Analysis / Emergent Coding

In this approach, "coding categories are derived directly from the text data". The approach is effective when used "to describe a phenomenon [particularly] when existing theory or research literature on a phenomenon is limited" (p.1279). In such preliminary research, it is normal to allow "the categories and names for categories to flow from the data".

Hsieh & Shannon suggests that only selected text is examined (although that appears to be not necessarily the case), and that the context may not be well-defined. The external validity of conclusions arising from this approach may therefore be limited. They conclude that the technique is more suited to concept development and model-building than to theory development. Depending on the degree of generality of the conclusions claimed by the author, full disclosure of the text selection, coding and inferencing procedures may be merely desirable or vital.

5.2 Directed Content Analysis / A Priori Coding

In this case, "analysis starts with a theory or relevant research findings ... to help focus the research question ... and as guidance for [establishing and defining] initial codes" (pp. 1277, 1281).

Segments of the text that are relevant to the research question are identified, and then coded. To the extent that the declared or inferred content of the text does not fit well to the predefined categories, there may be a need to consider possible revisions of the coding scheme, or even of the theory on which the research design was based.

It may be feasible to draw inferences based on counts of the occurrences of categories and/or on the intensity of the statements in the text, such as the confidence inherent in the author's choice of language (e.g. "this shows that" cf. "a possible explanation is that").

As with any theory-driven research, the evidence extracted from the text may have a self-fulfilling-prophecy quality about it, i.e. there is an inevitable tendency to find more evidence in support of a theory than in conflict with it, and contextual factors may be overlooked. In order to enable auditability, it is important that not only the analysis be published, but also the raw material and the coding scheme.
5.3 Summative Content Analysis

This "involves counting and comparisons, usually of keywords or content, followed by the interpretation of the underlying context" (p.1277). The first step is to explore usage, by "identifying and quantifying certain words or content in text with the purpose of understanding the contextual use of the words or content" (p.1283).

Because of the complexity and variability of language use, and the ambiguity of a large proportion of words and phrases, a naive approach to counting words is problematic. At the very least, a starting-set of terms needs to be established and justified. A thesaurus of synonyms and perhaps antonyms and qualifiers is needed. Allowance must be made for both manifest or literal meanings, on the one hand, and latent, implied or interpreted meanings, on the other. Counts may be made not only of the occurrences of terms, but also of the mode of usage (e.g. active versus passive voice, dis/approval indicators, associations made).

The degree of analytical rigour that quantification can actually deliver depends a great deal on a number of factors. Critical among them are:

- the text selection;
- the express judgements and implicit assumptions underlying the choice of terms that are analysed;
- the sophistication and comprehensiveness of the thesaurus applied; and
- the significance imputed to each term.

5.4 Quantitative Computational Content Analysis

A decade later, it is useful to break out a fourth approach from Hsieh & Shannon's third category. This approach obviates manual coding by performing the coding programmatically. This enables much larger volumes of text to be analysed. The coding scheme may be defined manually, cf. directed content analysis / a priori coding. However, some techniques involve purely computational approaches to establishing the categories, cf. 'machine-intelligent' (rather than human-intelligent) emergent coding. The processing depends, however, on prior data selection, data scrubbing and data-formatting. In addition, interpretation of the results involves at least some degree of human activity.

In Indulska et al. (2012, p.4), a distinction is made between:

- **conceptual analysis**, in which "text material is examined for the presence, frequency and centrality of concepts, [which] can represent words, phrases, or more complex definitions"; and
- **relational analysis**, which "tabulates not only the frequency of concepts in the body of text, but also the co-occurrence of concepts, thereby examining how
concepts (pre-defined or emergent) are related to each other within the documents"

Debortoli et al. (2016), on the other hand, distinguish three alternative approaches:

- **dictionary-based text categorization**, which "relies on experts assembling lists of words and phrases that likely indicate text’s membership to a particular category", cf. a priori coding
- **supervised learning methods** "[using] predefined categories; however, one does not explicitly know the mapping between text features and categories"
- **unsupervised machine-learning methods** "for categorizing text [which] find hidden structures in texts for which no predefined categorization exists", cf. emergent coding performed programmatically

Given that the 'big data analytics' movement is highly fashionable, vast volumes of data are available, and there is a comfort factor involved in office-based work much of which is automated, it would appear reasonable to anticipate that Quantitative Computational Content Analysis techniques will be a growth-area in the coming few years – at least until their limitations are better appreciated Clarke (2016a, 2016c).

### 5.5 Content Analysis Within the IS Discipline

Content analysis is accepted as a research technique within the IS discipline, but its use has been somewhat limited. For example, in a survey of the papers published in six leading IS journals during the 1990s, Mingers (2003) found that the use of content analysis as a research technique was evident in only four of the journals, and even in those four in only 1-3% of all papers published during that time.

In February 2017, of the nearly 15,000 refereed papers indexed in the AIS electronic library, 13 had the term 'content analysis’ in the title, and 69 in the Abstract. Annex 3 presents 10 instances which together provide an indication of the range of applications and approaches. A total of 770 papers of the 15,000 contained the term – c. 5%. This is, however, subject to over-inclusiveness (e.g. where the technique is merely mentioned in passing, where the term is used in a manner different from that applied in this paper, and where the technique is applied to interview transcripts rather than to published transcripts). It is also subject to under-inclusiveness (e.g. where some other term is used for essentially the same technique). In recently-published papers, the most common forms of text that have been subjected to content analysis appear to be social media and other message content, with other categories including newspaper articles and corporations' 'letters to shareholders'.

The literature relating to the above four categories of content analysis provides a considerable amount of information relevant to the current project. However, there is a
dimension of the project that is not addressed by these techniques, and guidance needed to be sought elsewhere.

6 The Role of Criticism in Research

The previous sections have considered the analysis of content. The other area in which further insight was sought relates to the purpose for which the analysis is undertaken.

In some cases, the purpose of undertaking content analysis may be simply exposition, that is to say the identification, extraction and summarisation of content, without any significant degree of evaluation. There are benefits in undertaking content analysis in a positive frame of mind, assuming that all that has to be done is to present existing information in brief and readily-accessible form (as indeed much of the present paper does).

Alternatively, the researcher can bring a questioning and even sceptical attitude to the work. Is it reasonable to, for example, assume that all relevant published literature is of high quality? that the measurement instruments and research techniques have always been good, well-understood by researchers, and appropriately applied? that there have been no material changes in the relevant phenomena? that there have been no material changes in the intellectual contexts within which research is undertaken?

Criticism is the analysis of the merits and faults of a work. The word can be applied to the process (the sequence of actions) or the product (the expression of the analysis and the conclusions reached). There are also common usages of the term 'criticism' in a pejorative sense, implying that the critic is finding fault, is being destructive rather than constructive, and is failing to propose improvements to sustain the merits and overcome the faults. The term 'critique' is sometimes substituted, in an endeavour to avoid the negative impressions, to indicate that the work is systematic, and to bring focus to bear on the contribution being made by both the criticism and the work that is being subjected to it.

Criticism plays a vital role in scientific process. The conventional Popperian position is that the criterion for recognising a scientific theory is that it deals in statements that are empirically falsifiable, and that progress depends on scrutiny of theories and attempts to demonstrate falsity of theoretical statements: "The scientific tradition ... passes on a critical attitude towards [its theories]. The theories are passed on, not as dogmas, but rather with the challenge to discuss them and improve upon them" (Popper 1963, p.50). However, senior members of a discipline commonly behave in ways that are not consistent with the Popperian position. This might be explained by the postulates of 'normal science', which view the vast majority of research work as being conducted within a 'paradigm' and subject to its conventions (Kuhn 1962). In more practical terms, the problem may arise because senior members of any discipline have strong psychic investment in the status quo, and – no matter how cogent and important the argument –
react negatively against revolutionary propositions. Sharply-worded criticisms appear to be more likely to be published if they are uttered by a senior about a contrarian idea, whereas they seem more likely to be deplored when they are made by an outsider about the contemporary wisdom.

Two examples are commonly cited within the IS discipline as suggesting that conservativism is important and criticism is unwelcome. In a section on the tone to be adopted in a Literature Review, Webster & Watson (2002) recommended that "A successful literature review constructively informs the reader about what has been learned. In contrast to specific and critical reviews of individual papers, tell the reader what patterns you are seeing in the literature" (p.xviii, emphasis added). The recommendation to concentrate on 'patterns in the literature' is valuable, because it emphasises that the individual works are elements of a whole. On the other hand, the use of 'in contrast to' is, I contend, an overstatement. To make assertions about a population without providing sufficient detail about the individual instances invites reviewers to dismiss the analysis as being methodologically unsound. It is, in any case, essential to progress in the discipline that each of us be prepared to accept criticism.

The advice continued: "Do not fall into the trap of being overly critical ... If a research stream has a common 'error' that must be rectified in future research, you will need to point this out in order to move the field forward. In general, though, be fault tolerant. Recognize that knowledge is accumulated slowly in a piecemeal fashion and that we all make compromises in our research, even when writing a review article" (p.xviii, emphasis added). Here, the authors' expression failed to distinguish between the two senses of the word 'critical'. The authors' intention appears to me to have been to warn against 'overly critical expression'. On the other hand, it is an obligation of researchers to 'think critically' and to 'apply their critical faculties'. I submit that it would be inappropriate for readers of the article to interpret the quotation as valuing politeness among researchers more highly than scientific insight and progress.

In the second example, a senior journal editor, providing advice on how to get published in top journals, wrote that "the authors' contributions should be stated as gaps or new perspectives and not as a fundamental challenge to the thinking of previous researchers. To reframe, papers should be in apposition [the positioning of things side by side or close together] rather than in opposition" Straub (2009, p.viii, emphasis added). This is Machiavellian advice, in the positive, or at least amoral, sense of 'if the Prince wishes to be published in top journals, then ...'. Unfortunately, it is all-too-easily interpreted as expressing a moral judgement that 'criticism is a bad thing'.

The inferences that I draw from the above analysis are as follows:

- criticism of previously-published ideas is vital to progress
- criticism encounters strong opposition from a discipline's gatekeepers, relevantly in the form of journal editors and reviewers
• to justify publication in top journals, criticism needs to be cogent, to the extent feasible addressed to theory rather than to individual theoreticians, clearly expressed, expressed no more negatively than is necessary in the circumstances, and constructive (or re-constructive) in the sense of showing how theory has been improved as a result of the analysis
• to actually achieve publication in top journals, criticism must also be devoid of any weaknesses in any of the conventions of research conduct and presentation, such that the gatekeepers, should they create unreasonable obstacles to publication, expose themselves as valuing social conservatism more highly than scientific progress

7 Critical Theory Research

Positivism and interpretivism are well-established schools of research in IS. They have been joined by design science. And they have an odd bedfellow, in the form of what is variously termed 'critical research' and 'critical theory research'. The term 'critical' in this context is different from, but related to, the sense of 'analysis of the merits and faults of a work' discussed in the previous section.

Design research is concerned with constructing an artefact, variously of a technological or an intellectual nature. Both positivism and interpretivism, on the other hand, are concerned with description and understanding of phenomena. Sometimes the focus is on natural phenomena, but frequently the interest is in natural phenomena have been subjected to an intervention. Importantly for the present project, however, both positivism and interpretivism involve strenuous avoidance of moral judgements and of 'having an agenda'.

Critical theory research, on the other hand, recognises the effects of power and the tendency of some stakeholders' interests to dominate those of other stakeholders. It brings to light "the restrictive and alienating conditions of the status quo" and expressly sets out to "eliminate the causes of alienation and domination" (Myers 1997). "Critical research generally aims to disrupt ongoing social reality for the sake of providing impulses to the liberation from or resistance to what dominates and leads to constraints in human decision-making. Typically critical studies put a particular object of study in a wider cultural, economic and political context, relating a focused phenomenon to sources of broader asymmetrical relations in society ... (Alvesson & Deetz 2000, p.1). "Critical IS research specifically opposes technological determinism and instrumental rationality underlying IS development and seeks emancipation from unrecognised forms of domination and control enabled or supported by information systems" (Cecez-Kezmanovic 2005, p.19).
In Myers & Klein (2011), three elements of critical research are identified:

- **insight**, which requires depth of study and is a feature also of interpretivist research. An important role is played by reflexivity: "By intentionally expressing, questioning, and reflecting upon their subjective experiences, beliefs, and values, critical researchers expose their ideological and political agendas" (Cecez-Kezmanovich 2001, p.147)

- **critique**, which "goes beyond interpretation to focus the researcher on the power structures that lie behind accepted interpretations" (p.24)

- **transformation**, which is "concerned with suggesting improvements to the conditions of human existence, existing social arrangements, and social theories" (p.24)

Appropriate approaches to critical theory research are highly inter-related with the subject-matter, and hence theorists of critical research method avoid offering a recipe or even a process diagram. Myer & Klein (2011) does, however, offer guidance in the form of Principles for Critical Research (pp.24-29):

**The Element of Critique**

1. Using core concepts from critical social theorists
2. Taking a value position
3. Revealing and challenging prevailing beliefs and social practices

**The Element of Transformation**

1. Individual emancipation
2. Improvements in society
3. Improvements in social theories

The original theoretical work on 'researcher perspective', on which my current paper is based, is appropriately framed within a critical theory research design. The paper whose rejection stimulated these Notes, on the other hand, uses content analysis to apply that theory to a set of papers in a new and potentially very important research domain. The notions discussed in this section are therefore of general relevance to the establishment of a satisfactory content analysis research design, but do not directly address the issues that I am confronting.

### 8 The Recognition and Critiquing of Ideological Assumptions

Although the references discussed above are of relevance to the problem, they fell short of the need. Two particular sources appeared to provide an appropriate foundation for content analysis of the kind that my research project undertakes. One is an approach to
literature review, and the other an approach to content analysis that the authors in question refer to as 'Critical Discourse Analysis'.

### 8.1 A Hermeneutic Approach for Conducting Literature Reviews

It has been argued that the emphasis on 'systematic' literature reviews noted in s.4.3 above "suppresses aspects of quality in research and scholarship that are at least as important as clarity, countability and accountability – such as intertextual connectivity, critique, interest, expertise, independence, tacit knowledge, chance encounters with new ideas, and dialogic interactions between researcher, 'literature' and 'data'" (MacLure 2005, p.394).

In Boell & Cecez-Kecmanovic (2014) it is argued that a constructively loose and iterative process is needed, to avoid undue constraints and unlock insight and creativity: "Highly structured approaches downplay the importance of reading and dialogical interaction between the literature and the researcher; continuing interpretation and questioning; critical assessment and imagination; argument development and writing – all highly intellectual and creative activities, seeking originality rather than replicability [MacLure, 2005, Hart, 1998]" (p.258, emphasis added).

The authors "propose hermeneutic philosophy as a theoretical foundation and a methodological approach for studying literature reviews as inherently interpretive processes in which a reader engages in ever exp[and]d and deepening understanding of a relevant body of literature. Hermeneutics does not assume that correct or ultimate understanding can be achieved, but instead is interested in the process of developing understanding" (p.259). The framework, reproduced in Figure 2, comprises two intertwined cycles: a search and acquisition circle, and a wider analysis and interpretation circle (p.263).
The authors perceive the mapping and classification of literature as being "a creative process that builds on a deeper understanding of the body of literature achieved through analytical reading. This process may lead to new questions and identify new relevant publications to be included in the body of knowledge" (p.267). The approach embodies "questioning and critical assessment ... of previous research" (p.258), and analysis of "connections and disconnections, explicit or hidden contradictions, and missing explanations" and thereby the identification or construction of "white spots or gaps" (p.267, emphasis added).

"A critical assessment of the body of literature ... demonstrates that literature is incomplete, that certain aspects/phenomena are overlooked, that research results are inconclusive or contradictory, and that knowledge related to the targeted problem is in some ways inadequate [Alvesson and S[an]dberg, 2011]. Critical assessment, in other words, not only reveals but also, and more importantly, challenges the horizon of possible
meanings and understanding of the problem and the established body of knowledge" (p.267).

8.2 Critical Discourse Analysis

Wall et al. (2015) proposes an approach to content analysis that the authors refer to as 'Critical Discourse Analysis'. Their starting-point is that "the information systems (IS) discipline is subject to ideological hegemony" (p.258). They see this as being harmful, and they argue that "review papers can ... challenge ideological assumptions by critically assessing taken-for-granted assumptions" (p.257).

They explain the idea of 'ideological hegemony' as being "the conscious or unconscious domination of the thought patterns and worldviews of a discipline or subdiscipline that become ingrained in the epistemological beliefs and theoretical assumptions embedded in scientific discourse (Fleck, 1979; Foucault, 1970; Kuhn, 2012). In academic literature, a hegemony may manifest as common framing of research topics and research questions, the domination of theories and research methods that carry similar assumptions, common beliefs about what constitutes the acceptable application of research methods, and common beliefs about how research results should be interpreted.

"By ideology, we mean those aspects of a worldview that are often taken for granted and that disadvantage some and advantage others. Ideologies are not falsehoods in an empirical sense, but are a constitutive part of researchers’ and research communities’ worldview ... that are removed from scrutiny (Freeden, 2003; Hawkes, 2003). Thus, ideologies can be harmful to individuals who are disadvantaged or marginalized by them, and they can be problematic to scientific research because they represent blind spots" (p.258, emphases added).

Wall et al. proposes that a critical review method "based on Habermasian strains of critical discourse analysis (CDA) (Cukier, Ngwenyama, Bauer, & Middleton, 2009; Habermas, 1984)" (p.259) can overcome the limitations of working only within ideological assumptions. CDA "examines more than just a communicative utterance. Foucauldian analysis also examines the context in which an utterance was uttered by assessing power relationships between actors and the structures and processes that guide behavior and constrain the development of knowledge (Kelly, 1994; Stahl, 2008)" (p.261, emphasis added).

The process involves the assessment of "violations of four validity claims" (p.261):

1. the communication’s comprehensibility, by which the authors mean "technical and linguistic clarity of communication (Cukier et al., 2009, p. 179)"
2. the communication’s truthfulness, which "refers to the propositional content of communication as represented by complete arguments and unbiased assertions (Cukier et al., 2009; Habermas, 1984)"
3. the communication’s legitimacy, which "refers to the representation of different perspectives; all perspectives should be heard and considered (Cukier et al., 2009; Habermas, 1984)” (emphasis added)
4. the speaker’s sincerity, which refers to the correspondence between what a speaker says and what the speaker actually intends by the communicative utterance (Cukier et al., 2009; Habermas, 1984). It is difficult to assess sincerity when a speaker is engaged in unconscious hegemonic participation because the speaker is operating on taken-for-granted beliefs and assumptions. When studying unconscious hegemonic participation, researchers should examine the sincerity of the larger community, which may dominate individual researchers’ worldviews. This examination can be accomplished by examining common metaphor, hyperbole, and connotative language used across discursive utterances (i.e., research publications) (Cukier et al., 2009)” (emphasis added)

The authors identify four principles (pp.263-4):

1. Assume that the Publication Process Models the Ideal Speech Situation
2. Assume that Hegemonic Participation is Unconscious
3. Test all Publications for each Validity Claim
4. Conduct Reviews Within and Across IS Subdisciplines

They propose a seven-step process (pp. 265-9):

1. Identifying the Problem
2. Specifying the Literature
3. Developing Codes for Validity Claims
4. Analyzing Content and Coding
5. Reading and Interpreting
6. Explaining the Findings
7. Engaging in Critical Reflexivity

The hermeneutic approach to literature review and the CDA approach to content analysis, overlaid on the prior literature, enable the design of a content analysis research method with the desired attributes. That research method has a good fit with theory developed using critical theory research. It prioritises depth of insight over narrow, positivist quantification. It encourages the analyst to focus on key validity claims and the hidden assumptions within the text under study. It forces the researcher to confront, and to take into account, their own ideology and agenda. It pushes the researcher in the direction of critique for the purposes of theory construction or re-construction, rather than criticism for its own sake.
9 Application of the Research Findings

The preceding sections provide a basis for adapting the research method for my research project. The most significant implications for my work, reflected in Annex 2, were as follows:

- It is necessary to convey more clearly that 'researcher perspective' theory is a product of critical theory research, that it has a "focus ... on the power structures that lie behind accepted interpretations", that it "takes a value position" (Myers & Klein 2011, p.24), that it "demonstrates ... that certain aspects/phenomena are overlooked" (Alvesson and Sandberg, 2011), and that it sets out to "challenge ideological assumptions by critically assessing taken-for-granted assumptions" (Wall et al. 2015, p.257) – and that it is accordingly necessary for the content analysis to identify the elements of existing works that reflect the existing power structures

- The iterative nature of Boell & Cecez-Kecmanovic (2014)'s hermeneutic approach for conducting literature reviews provides a clear explanation of the need for repetitive loops and introspective questioning by the researcher about their analysis and interpretation of the works. This is reflected in step 7 of the revised process in Annex 2

- The distinction between preliminary 'orientational reading' and deep 'analytical reading' (Boell & Cecez-Kecmanovic 2014, p.267) can be used to explain how confidence is gained in the appropriateness of the selection, coding and interpretation of passages in each work. This is reflected in steps 1 and 3 of the revised process in Annex 2

- The research method needs to be expressly described as directed content analysis using a priori coding, as described by Hsieh & Shannon (2005, p.1277). However, greater efforts may be needed to "introduce some quantification [such as] frequency analysis" (King & He 2005, p.667), and "tabular, graphical, or pictorial presentations" (Boell & Cecez-Kecmanovic 2014, p.266), in order to upgrade from a 'narrative content analysis' to 'descriptive content analysis'. This is reflected generally, and particularly in step 6 of the revised process in Annex 2

- Greater efforts may be needed to convey the means whereby reliability is achieved in selection, coding and interpretation activities, in line with Krippendorff (1980), Weber (1990) and Stemler (2001)

- Stress needs to be placed on the third of Wall et al. (2015)'s four validity claims. My proposition is that the papers in the Special Issue are 'violations of the communication's legitimacy', because they do not represent all stakeholder perspectives, but only the interests of a single stakeholder

- Care is needed to avoid attributing intent on the part of authors whose papers are criticised, and instead the analysis should "assume that hegemonic participation is unconscious" (Wall et al. 2015, pp.261, 263-4). This is reflected in step 7 of the revised process in Annex 2
Conclusions

This paper has reported on the results of a study of meta-questions affecting a content analysis project. A range of guidance has been located and summarised in relation to secondary research whose raw data is published academic papers. The role of criticism (or critiquing) in IS research has been clarified. The particular challenge has been confronted of how to perform content analysis when the theory-lens through which the observation is being performed arises from critical theory research.

The primary purpose of the work has been fulfilled, in that the process specification for the analysis of the relevant papers has been adapted in order to better reflect existing theory relating to content analysis of published works, particularly in a critical theory context. Further, a set of changes to the research method section has been identified, which have implications for the interpretation of the papers and the expression of the critique. In addition, guidance has been assembled on how to, and how not to, communicate the results.

This paper has implications for IS researchers generally. Much of the material that has been summarised applies to all content analysis of published papers, no matter whether the research approach adopted is positivist, interpretivist, design science or critical theory. A small qualification is appropriate, in that the majority of the material relates to research that goes beyond mere exposition of existing literature and is at least modestly questioning about that literature's quality and/or continuing relevance.

This paper goes further, however, in that it contains guidance in relation to constructive criticism of existing works. I contend that IS will become increasingly static, and its outputs will be increasingly valuable, if it values politeness to authors too highly and puts too little emphasis on constructive criticism of existing literature. The method adopted includes proposals about how a researcher can detect and avoid excessively sharp expression, focus the discussion on the message, avoid shooting the original messenger, and in turn avoid being shot themselves.
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